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Abstract
The use of cameras to assist persons with visual
impairments is rapidly becoming realizable. However, the
surveillance implications of cameras as assistive devices
present unintended effects which must be considered
during the design of an assistive system. During a recent
study of persons with visual impairments, a significant
number of those persons in the study desired a forensics
capability to accompany their camera so that they can
have a record of harmful events that they could share with
either a trusted agent or law enforcement. Incorporating a
forensics feature into an assistive device presents an
opportunity for social good as well as potential harm in
the form of surveillance.

Introduction
A recent study [1] by our team that queried 19 persons
with visual impairments about their preferences
concerning the design of a notional assistive device that
enhanced their privacy showed some interesting results. A
significant number of our participants indicated that while
they had privacy concerns about eavesdropping and
shoulder surfing, they were more concerned over their
safety. In particular, several of our participants related
experiences where they were either victims of a crime or
had witnessed a crime but were unable to describe the
assailants because of their visual impairment. These users

specifically asked for a feature in the assistive device that
would allow them to save a visual record of a negative
event with the specific purpose of sharing the information
with law enforcement or a trusted agent.
Record, Forward and Store
A notional assistive device uses a camera and perhaps
other sensors to notify a person with a visual impairment
of the presence of others in proximity to them so that
they can better manage their personal safety and privacy.
With the incorporation of a forensics capability, the
assistive device could switch to a mode where visual
information is recorded and forwarded to the cloud (for
example) for real time analysis by a trusted agent or for
post event review by law enforcement. The addition of
this forensics capability directly addresses the concerns
brought up by our participants and also preserves the
record independent of the assistive device should it be lost
or stolen. Products such as Aira IO1 and Emergensee2
combine the use of streaming video and a trusted agent to
assist their target customers.
Creation of a New Surveillance Node
Preserving camera information for the record in order to
assist persons with visual impairments is an example of
the employment of technology for social good and
supports surveillance of the most vulnerable; however, it
also results in the creation of another surveillance node for
which design for privacy must be considered to prevent
inadvertent misclosures [2] of either the wearer’s or
bystanders’ visual privacy. While the intent of the assistive
device is altruistic, it can also be construed as something
similar to a lifelogging device and applicable lessons
learned apply [3]. Finally, in worst case, the camera and
1 www.aira.io
2 www.emergensee.com

its data stream could be adulterated or redirected to
entities with malicious intent. Designers of assistive
devices need to be mindful of the impact of privacy upon
both the targeted user population as well as the general
public and should design privacy and security into the
device up front.

Conclusion
As camera based assistive devices for the visually impaired
become realizable, system designers, users and
practitioners need to be mindful of the privacy
considerations that this new surveillance mode brings,
particularly when the camera data stream is preserved for
the record. We argue that the privacy considerations need
to be designed into the system from the start rather than
treated as an afterthought in order to mitigate some of
the concerns identified during lifelogging or from malicious
entities.
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